
Coleshill 1XI vs HURLEY 1XI – 30th May 2015 

 

COLESHILL 
L Skinner c Morgans b Sharma 17 

D Stay c Scott Taylor b Sharma 7 

D Spencer c Steve Taylor b Ridgeway 76 

M Bambridge b Bhagwani 23 

C Edwards c Wright b Ridgeway 17 

T Bradshaw lbw b Ridgeway 24 

H Holmes Not Out 44 

A Edwards b Akhtar 0 

J Taylor c Akhtar b Ridgeway 9 

M Ljusbic Not Out 12  

 Extras 12 

 Total 241-8 

 

N Akhtar 12-2-40-1 V Bhagwani 9-0-62-1 

V Sharma 7-2-29-2 P Ridgeway 13-1-54-4 

Scott Taylor 7-2-11-0 Q Latif  4-0-36-0   

 

HURLEY 
S Wright b Stay 8 

Y Ali b Stay 18 

N Akhtar c Scott b Bambridge 28 

V Sharma b Stay 0 

St Taylor c Scott b Spencer 3 

P Ridgeway b Edwards 0 

A Morgans c Scott b Taylor 8 

V Bhagwani b Bambridge 7  

Sc Taylor Not Out 21 

M Walton Not Out 4 

Q Latif 

 Extras 10 

 Total 107-8 

 

Hurley showed all the application of the FIFA Ethics Committee with an awful display at 

Coleshill on Saturday. Plaudits should go to the Hurley skippers for fielding two sides after a 

wave of drop outs late in the week, but Hurley still had enough resources to compete. On a 

difficult pitch, skipper Naeem Akhtar won a rare toss and asked Coleshill to bat and Varun 

Sharma (2-29) profited from some lose shots and excellent catches from Alan Morgans and 

Scott Taylor as the home side slipped to 33-2. But Coleshill then dug themselves out of a 

possible mire with three wicket stands of over 40. The dangerous Dom Spencer (76) survived 

a confident appeal for a catch off his glove when only on 9 as he shepherded the middle 

order to 178 off 42 overs before he eventually fell to Phil Ridgeway (4-54) as keeper Mike 

Walton and slip Steve Taylor both went for the ballooned catch with Taylor coming away 

with the ball. Howard Holmes (44not) profited from Hurley’s loose bowling as a diet of full 

tosses were dispatched to the boundary. Coleshill hit 61 from their final 10 overs to race to 

241-8 from their 52 overs. Hurley’s fielding was encouraging as they also managed to stem 

the recent flow of extras as stand-in keeper Mike Walton impressed.  

 

It didn’t take long for Hurley to slip to 28-3 as a disciplined Coleshill attack with the old ball 

and some variable bounce accounted for Wright (8) and Ali (18) as the ball shot low to bowl 

both openers, Dan Stay (3-24) benefitting. Sharma missed a full toss and Hurley were in 

trouble. Akhtar (28) as so often this season applied himself where others seemed more intent 

on getting back to the pavilion to watch the Cup Final. Steve Taylor drove to mid-off, 



Ridgeway was caught in two minds and Bhagwani could not resist another swipe at a 

straight ball. At 86-8 with 15 overs to bat, Scott Taylor (21not) and Mike Walton (4) dug in and 

it was a situation ideally suited to the obdurate nature of Walton who parked his 

considerable bus. Scott Taylor batted with real maturity to build on his excellent earlier 

bowling spell to guide Hurley passed a solitary batting point, but an embarrassing display 

ended with Hurley pulling stumps on 107-8. As the draw beckoned the match got a little bad 

natured with the home side pressurising batsmen and umpire, despite not providing an 

umpire of their own and Hurley waving the right to ask them to field with 10.  


